Limitations on Content for Peachjar©

Materials shall not be distributed (posted online) if:

1. The materials are obscene, vulgar, or otherwise inappropriate for the age and maturity of the audience;

2. The materials endorse actions endangering the health or safety of students;

3. The materials promote illegal use of drugs, alcohol, or other controlled substances;

4. The materials advocate violation of school rules and fall within the standard described at LIMITATIONS ON EXPRESSION at FNAA (LEGAL);

5. The materials advocate imminent lawless or disruptive action and are likely to incite or produce such action;

6. The materials include hate literature that scurrilously attacks ethnic, religious, or racial groups, and similar publications aimed at creating hostility and violence if they fall within the standard described at LIMITATIONS ON EXPRESSION at FNAA (LEGAL); or

7. There is reasonable cause to believe that the distribution of the materials would result in material and substantial interference with any school educational, and/or curricular-related activity or blocks or impedes the safe flow of traffic within hallways, driveways, and entrances and exits of the school building and/or property.

The direct distribution of printed nonschool related materials to students is strictly prohibited.